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Advances in measurement technology and data collection is the database gets larger. Large databases require
powerful tools for analysis data. Iterative process of acquiring knowledge from information obtained from data
processing is done in various forms in all scientific fields. However, when the data volume large, and many of the
problems the Traditional methods cannot respond. in the recent years, use of databases in various scientific fields,
especially atmospheric databases in climatology expanded. in addition, increases in the amount of data generated
by the climate models is a challenge for analysis of it for extraction of hidden pattern and knowledge. The approach
to this problem has been made in recent years uses the process of knowledge discovery and data mining techniques
with the use of the concepts of machine learning, artificial intelligence and expert (professional) systems is overall
performance. Data manning is analytically process for manning in massive volume data. The ultimate goal of data
mining is access to information and finally knowledge. climatology is a part of science that uses variety and massive
volume data. Goal of the climate data manning is Achieve to information from variety and massive atmospheric
and non-atmospheric data. in fact, Knowledge Discovery performs these activities in a logical and predetermined
and almost automatic process. The goal of this research is study of uses knowledge Discovery and data mining
technique in Iranian climate research. For Achieve This goal, study content (descriptive) analysis and classify base
method and issue. The result shown that in climatic research of Iran most clustering, k-means and wards applied
and in terms of issues precipitation and atmospheric circulation patterns most introduced. Although several studies
in geography and climate issues with statistical techniques such as clustering and pattern extraction is done, Due
to the nature of statistics and data mining, but cannot say for internal climate studies in data mining and knowledge
discovery techniques are used. However, it is necessary to use the KDD Approach and DM techniques in the
climatic studies, specific interpreter of climate modeling result.


